A story built on the facts of a family's power along the roller
coaster of life's emotions. From the highest peaks of triumph
into the darkest tunnels of regret and sorrows, will one family
take us on a journey of their life in and out of the ring. It's
not only a match within, but outside the battle lines as well. A
match harnessed with the massive expansion of emotions from love
to hatred, to confusion, and back. We will see how deep a person
can dive and still maintain to hold his breath resurfacing a new
man under a reconstructed balance, given by destiny as a reward
of never losing the love for not only a passion, but a family.
A Fighting Family.
"Based under a visual point of view, key elements of internal
emotions and empowered scene work will be based on true events
that have taken place through and within both Jean-Claude Van
Damme and his family's life, in a certain sense delivering
description as a autobiographical point of view through a visual
and deeply impactive story."
The cut will be very dynamic with different constantly
changing stories incoherent for the first sight. This makes
spectator follow the plot with curiosity and experience
sadness and happiness together with our heroes. Incredible
and saturated dynamics of events carries us both in a longago or recent past and present. Complete picture of what is
going on is pulled together from pieces keeping "YOU" The
Audience in full magnetic focus. Eventually, all this will
result in a bright and unexpected outcome at the film's
evolving conclusion.
Action begins with a spectacle fight at the STAGE OF
WARRIORS Tournament, in the world renown UFC Octagon held
in the GARDEN ARENA, LAS VEGAS NEVADA, USA our time!
Leaving lots of questions, about this fight (who, why and
etc.) story carries us in recent past to Ukraine, where
protagonist Wiston Baxter (Jean Claude) works on the
ordinary factory. Dreary days of ordinary hard worker,
gloomy winter landscapes and flashbacks of the past filled
with pain of looses, bitter taste of disappointments and
heavy load of own errors, create a sad picture of self
destroying which brought our hero (Wiston) to such
existence. From his flashbacks we realize that he was a
prominent
fighter,
champion,
happy
family
man
with

wonderful wife and two children, but one defeat on a ring
made him locked selfishly on the problem and lost
everything. That time when Wiston’s wife - Dolores - was in
a hospital dying from incurable illness, he had fast life:
alcohol, consumed drugs, kicked up, etc. His children
(Michelle and Daniel Baxter), left without father’s
support, and had to work heavily to help their mother. Both
grew a hatred for their father deep within themselves, yet
never had the unidentified revenge of what he had done to
them and brought them deep into.

Wiston Baxter’s pricks of conscience, painful flashbacks
and grey week-days in Ukraine are suddenly interrupted by
car incident. As result, he fully loses his memory. This
changed all course of our history, giving new friends, new
events
and
possibilities
to
our
fallen
hero.
By
unbelievable turns of destiny, conducting long time in
painful attempts to remember the past Wiston gets on
illegal fights in abandoned factory place, where he
suddenly remembers his past watching the fight. By
surprising coincidence, a promoter from an international
association for fights without rules is present there. He
admired Wiston’s fighter talent in days in the K-1 Ring
«Wiston “The Piston” Baxter» glory. Such turn of destiny
brings our fighter over back into professional ring. But
this time Wiston returned with a nickname call “The Tower”,
leading him to the UFC as a original legend of the MMA
world, now into the UFC Octagon. Wiston had spoted the
name, “TOWER” when he saw on a torn apart steel billboard,
where the letters, T.O.W.E.R were the leftovers of a
another word belonging to the torn apart billboard. This
cross his path in the same abandoned factory place when
memory came back to him.

Passing through the stunning cascade of events, we find
ourselves again in present time, where we had left off in
the very beginning of the film, jumping out of a thought
process to be revealed now that all we have just witnessed
was a memory in Wiston’s mind, now bringing us back into

present time at the STAGE OF WARRIORS Tournament held in
the GARDEN ARENA, LAS VEGAS NEVADA, USA our time. It seems
that things are starting going well! Wiston came back into
sports, got new friends, remembered who he was and
got
chance to correct mistakes of the past...
But it’s only
the beginning of real tests...

Wiston will have to fight with his own son Daniel, who has
become one of the industries new and sky rocketing up
coming fighters and has preserved and multiplied his hatred
for his father. Michelle accompanying her brother in the
tournament became a forced witness of father and son war.
This fight will end up with Wiston’s near fall to death.
Daniel has won. Then realizing, Daniel and Michelle witness
and finalize their understanding of losing the last member
of their family, their father. The tables have turned, and
now it’s Daniel’s turn to face up against the tournament’s
finals, where the massive impact of everything one can take
both physically and emotionally will lead to Daniel’s death
in The Octagon. Wiston and Michelle now watching their
family member fall in a pool of his own blood, break
through and jump into the arena holding him, hoping for a
breath back up. But nothing.
Then we realize it. We realize that Daniel is watching the
entire scene taking place on the Octagon below as his
energy surrounds the environment, and who he sees then is
she that has departed a long time ago and has been watching
her family ever since.
Dolores.
A choice is to be made, a decision is in hand.
A Breath of life.
Daniel jumps back into life as his lungs once again grab
hold of the world around him, his two family members in
front of him to re begin and evolve what once was The
Baxter Family.

